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Preface

This Glossary considers the following Grammatical terms: Abbreviation / Absolute state
/ Accusative / Acronym / Active participle / Adjective / Adverb / Antecedent / Asyndeton /
Attributive / Clause / Clitic / Clitic  pronoun / Cognate Accusative / Collective Noun / 
Complex sentence / Compound sentence / Conjunction / Conjunctive vav / Connective
vav / Construct state / Contradictive clause / Copula / Deficient spelling / Demonstrative
adverb / Demonstrative pronoun / Dependent clause / Determined state / Direct object /
Disjunctive vav / Divided construct / Explanatory vav / Grammar / Incomplete sentence / 
Indefinite sentence / Indirect object / Infix / Intransitive verb / Locative / Merism /
Morpheme / Negative clause / Negator / Niqqud / Nomen agentis / Nominative Absolute
/ Noun clause / Object Clitic pronoun / Object predicate / Object pronoun / Paradigm /
Participle / Particle / Past continuous / Past perfect / Periphrastis / Plene spelling /
Pluperfect / Predicate / Predicative adjective / Predicative noun / Proclitic / Pronominal
suffix / Relative clause / Relative pronoun / Resumptive pronoun / Simple past / Simple
sentence / Subject / Subordinate clause / Substantive / Superlative / Syntax / Technical
term / Temporal clause / Transitive verb / Verbal clause /

Glossary

 Abbreviation In the Zohar, an Abbreviation is the shortening of words and the
absence of some of the final letters. It is indicated by a stroke. E.g., 'x - (i ¦A ©x) Rabbi I.1a;
 i ¦t¦©̀  - (ENi ¦t£̀) even I.11a.
Absolute state The Aramaic of the Zohar has three states : the Absolute, the
Construct, and the Determined or Emphatic. The Absolute state is the most basic
form of the noun. It is used for an indeterminate noun: e.g., `z̈Eni ¦r§p lẅ g ©zR̈ - a voice
of sweetness opens II.196a; W ¤t¤p §A W ¤t¤p x ©A ©g §z ¦̀  - soul is joined to soul I.85b.
Accusative The Accusative case is the grammatical case marking the direct object of
a transitive verb. Since Zoharic Aramaic lacks cases, it is an alternate way of indicating
‘the direct object’.
Acronym An Acronym is the initial letters of a set of words, and is designated by two
strokes. E.g., c''dd - ai ¦z §k ¦C `Ed `c̈d̈ - as is written I.3a; d''aw - `Ed ji ¦x §A `ÿ §c ªw - the
blessed Holy One I.1b.
Active participle The Active participle appears more frequently than all other forms in
the Zohar. Its paradigm in the P’al binyan is always  li ¦hẅ. It also occurs written
together with prononominal suffixes (mainly in the 1st person singular.) It is comparable
to a present tense of the verb, or to the verb ending in ‘-ing’. In its role as a Noun, the
Participle lacked a connection to tense -- similar to adjectives. The Participle as an
expression of a transient present is the most widely used. E.g., `g̈ §x ῭ §A i¥l §f ῭  Fe£d - were
walking on the way I.3b; i¥i ©g §C `p̈̈li ¦̀  ci ¦g ῭  - grasps the Tree of Life I.11a; 
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i¥eẍ §e li ¦k ῭ §C - who eats and drinks his fill I.10b.
Adjective Adjectives modify nouns or pronouns by describing or giving information
about them. E.g., d ῭ N̈ ¦r `p̈i ¦C i ¥A m ¦r ¥n - from the celestial court I.6b; zFa ῭ Eq §n o¦i ©c§i ¦A
zFnd̈Ef §nE - with impure, filthy hands I.10b; §Y§p ©̀  d ῭ M̈©f §e - and you are deserving I.2b;
dẄc̈£g u ¤x ῭  - a new earth I.5a; xi¥rf̈E wi ¦TC̈ Exi ¦d§p  - a fine, small radiance I.11a.
Adverb Adverbs directly modify clauses, phrases and sentences. In English, they are
generally formed from an adjective by the addition of -ly: quick > quickly. In the Zohar:

 `p̈e §e©B `Ed ©d §AWÖ ©n  - in the same way, really I.1b; cFr §ez¤en̈ §C `n̈ §zFg §Y§p ©̀ §C  - further, you
are the seal of death I.2a; c ©Meli ¦d §a ¦A i ¥w §tp̈  - after they go out hastily I.14b; 

jM̈ oi ¦b §aEm ©xb̈ §C d ©n m ©xB̈  - so he caused what he caused I.12b;  d''aw `C̈iFcFg§l ¦A  - the
blessed Holy One alone I.13a.
Antecedent An Antecedent is a word or phrase which is represented by another word
(usually a pronoun). E.g., in William Blake’s poem “The Poisoned Tree”: I was angry
with my foe: / I told it not, my wrath did grow. (The antecedent of ‘it’ in the second line is
the speaker’s anger in the first line.) In the Zohar, z ¤x¤AEr §n `i ¦d §C o©pi ¦Wi§i ©g §C x ©z£̀ ©A -
where we fear that she is pregnant I.8b: the antecedent of ‘she’ is the wife of a man
going into battle (from previous lines).
Asyndeton Asyndeton is the absence of expected conjunctions in a clause. E.g., 

 't z ῭  z©l`r̈§e Di ¥O ©w dẍ §n ῭  - the letter Peh entered and said before Him I.2b; 
 Di ¥teq ῭l `ẍ §w i` ©d§M Di ¥Wi ¥x  - the end of this verse is not like its beginning II.198a               

Attributive An attributive modifies a word from the same phrase as that word. As
an adjective or noun, its position may be predicative or substantive. In the song "There’ll
Be a Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight", the adjectives ‘hot’ and ‘old’ are attributive. In
the Zohar:  xi¥rf̈E wi ¦TC̈ Exi ¦d§p  - a fine, small radiance I.11a. (The adjectives ‘fine’ and
‘small’ are attributive.)
Clause A Clause is the smallest grammatical part of a sentence that can express a
complete statement.
Clitic A Clitic is a morpheme which depends on another word but has no meaning
alone. Examples in English include the ‘re in ‘we’re’ or the ‘m in ‘I’m’; in Latin: -que,
-ne, and -ve; in Aramaic: the suffixed definite article  `-; the Pronominal suffixes.
Clitic pronoun A Clitic pronoun is another name for the Pronominal suffix.
Cognate Accusative / Internal Object Sometimes the object of a verb repeats or
shares the root of its verb. E.g., si¦l §b ©̀  Eti¦l §B - engraved an engraving I.3b; W ©A©l §z ¦̀ §e
x ©w§i WEa¦l §A - clothed itself in precious clothing I.1a.
Collective Noun Certain nouns are singular in form, but represent a plurality of
beings: 1)  l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i (Israel), and 2) `n̈§lr̈ (world) and  `Ö ©r (nation, people) after   lM̈ 1

(all). Such Collective nouns therefore take a plural verb or adjective. E.g.,
§C `p̈ §n ¦f c ©r i ¥x §n ῭l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i  - until the time that Israel says I.14b; oi ¦k §W ©n oFl l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i  - Israel

1. But: `n̈§lr̈ lM̈ W ©r §x¦i §e W ©r©B §z¦i - the whole world will quake and tremble ZH 56c
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draws  them I.2a; l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i oi ¦pÄ §xq̈ §eoi ¦pg̈ §x ¦hm ¥d - Israel is stubborn and troublesome  ZH
24c; 2) `n̈§lr̈ lM̈ Er §nẄxEA ¦C `Ed ©d  - the whole world heard that dibbur III.133a; 

`Ö©r lM̈  Di¥li ¦CoEx §w£r §z§i`n̈§l ©r ¥n c©I ¦n  - all the people will immediately be uprooted from
the world  III.189b.
Complex sentence A Complex sentence has an independent / main clause and one or
more dependent / subordinate clauses. A dependent / subordinate clause begins with a
subordinate conjunction or a relative pronoun and contains a subject and predicate.
That is, the key to identifying them is a set of characteristic markers. E.g., 

c©Mx ©n£̀©§e ῭lẅ w ©tp̈ `Ẅ §C §w ©n i ¥A a ©x£g §z ¦̀   - when the Temple was destroyed a voice went
out and said, “What shall I take to witness for you? What shall I liken you to?” [Lam
2:13] I.1b;   oiï§l ©Y Fe£d Ed§lªM§C c©rmd̈ẍ §a ©̀ §C Di ¥n §W i ¥x §A §z ¦̀  - All remained suspended until
the name of Abraham was created I.4a; b''r`Wi ¥x ` ¥d §Y §Y ©̀  `n̈§lr̈ i ¥x §a ¦̀  D ©A z''i ¥a z ῭ §C 
oeë §z ῭  lk̈§l - Although I will create the world with the letter bet, you will be the first of all
letters I.3b;  `z̈i§i ©xŸe` §A WC̈ ©g §z ¦̀ §c dN̈ ¦n lk̈ §e`c̈§i l©rci ¦ar̈ `z̈§i ©xŸe` §A l ©C ©Y §W ¦̀ §C `Ed ©d §c 
`c̈g̈ `r̈i ¦w §x - and every word innovated in Torah by one engaged in Torah fashions one
heaven I.4b; 

 i ¦kd̈ §c ©̀Di ¥x §A xf̈r̈§l ¤̀  i ¦A ¦x §e oŸer §n ¦W i ¦A ¦x Edii©l£r Ewi¦l §qE oi ¦̀ N̈ ¦r oi ¦a §x §a ©x oi ¦t §c©b dÖ ©M `n̈£g 
`r̈i ¦w §x ¦c `Ÿ §ai ¦z §n¦l Ewi¦l §qE - Meanwhile, he saw many large, celestial wings which R.
Shimon and his son R. El’azar mounted, and they went up to the Academy of Heaven
I.4a.            
Compound sentence A Compound sentence has at least two independent clauses.
They are joined by Connective Vav.  E.g.,  dp̈ẄFW zi ¦̀§edp̈ẄFW zi ¦̀  - there is a rose and
there is a rose I.1a; i ¥kÄ dë£d §e `iÏ ¦g i ¦a ¦x mẅ - Rabbi Hiyya got up and he was weeping
I.7a; `Ÿ ©Y ¦n oeë §z ©̀ §e ῭li ¥r§N ¦n oeë §z ©̀  - letters [are] from above and letters [are] from below
I.3b.
Conjunction A Conjunction connects words, phrases, or clauses in a sentence. E.g.,

 `n̈£d©pF`oi ¦xEx ©R  - bread or crumbs I.14b; ῭l §C c ©rDP̈ ¦n z ©̀ i ¦f£g §z ¦̀   - until nothing is seen
of Her III.191a; §C dÖ §kE  d''¤l ¥̀ §A i'' ¦n s ©zŸ §W ¦̀i ¥kd̈ ...`n̈ §W `Ed  - just as Mi / Who is joined
with Eleh / These , so the name ... I.2a; ῭l §e l¥f §b ¦C ῭l §ew ¤WFr ¥n  - not by robbery or by
extortion II.198a.
Conjunctive vav Conjunctive vav joins terms or parts of a clause to each other. E.g.,

§eoÖ ©Y ¦n ff̈ ῭l  - and he did not move from there I.11a; §eoi ¦rf̈ §e oi ¦z §Y ©x §n Ed§Nªk  - and all of
them shake and tremble I.4a; §e§Y§p ©̀  d ῭ M̈©f  - and you are deserving I.2b.
Connective vav Connective vav joins terms through a connection of addition. E.g.,

 wn̈Eq§exeF̈ ¦g  - red and white I.1a;  oi ¦z §Y ©x §n§eoi ¦rf̈  - shake and tremble I.4a; 
 `p̈ §n ¦fE oi ¥x §zE `z̈l̈ §z§eoi ¦p §n ¦f r ©A §x ©̀  - once, twice, three, and four times I.5a

Construct state The Construct state expresses a close relation between two nouns
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which occur side-by-side, with nothing between them.2The first (or governed noun) is
defined more particularly by the second (or governing noun). It can often be translated
by ‘X of Y’, since the relation isgenitive. The Aramaic word order is: possessed
(construct state) - possessor(absolute state). (The closest equivalent in English is the
compound noun, though the order is reversed. So, e.g., a schoolyard is ‘the yard of a
school’.) In the Zohar: l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i z ¤q¤p §M - the Community of Israel I.1a; oFxk̈ ¦f x ¤t ¤q - the
Book of Remembrance I.8b; dc̈Ed§i j¤l ¤n - King of Judah I.4b; mi¦i¦©g ©d u ¤x ¤̀  -
the land of Life I.1b; mi¦I ©g j ©̀ §l ©n - the Angel of Life I.14a.When the first noun has the
masculine plural ending, the final consonant drops out and the vowel lengthens to
Tsere: `ï §k ©C `p̈Fn §q §x ©t£̀ i ¥x£d©p - rivers of pure basalm I.4b,7a; `Ÿ§pi ¦k §W i ¥R§p ©̀  - the face
of the Shekinah I.9a; `ẍC̈ i ¥a §x §a ©x - the great men of the generation I.10b; ῭lEN ¦d i¥p §A -
members of the wedding celebration I.10; dl̈Ä ©g i ¥k£̀ §l ©n - angels of destruction I.8a.
In Aramaic, when the first noun ends in d , the d changes to  z. E.g., u ¤x ¤̀  z ©n §bEC
mi¦I ©g ©d - paradigm of the land of Life I.1b; x ©dŸf ©d x ¤t ¥q zn̈C̈ §w ©d - Introduction of the Book
of Splendor I.1a
The Construct case with  i ¥A literally means ‘place of’’. E.g., `p̈i ¦C i ¥A - court I.6b (lit.,
‘place of judgment’);  `Ÿ §Wi¦p §M i ¥A - synagogue I.11a (lit., ‘place of assembly‘); i ¥A
`Ẅc̈ §w ¦n - the Temple I.1b (lit., ‘place of  sacrifice‘).
Contradictive clause  A Contradictive clause contrasts two realities. E.g., i ¦ni ¦p §R `C̈
oFvi ¦g `c̈ §e - this one is inner, that one is outer I.152b;  `ẍ §w ¦C `f̈ẍ k''r - until now, the
mystery of the verse I.6b.
Copula A Copula links other words. In the Zohar, pronouns or the verb ied can serve
this function. E.g.,  `c̈ §eEdi ¦̀J̈li ¦C dn̈g̈¤p  - and this is your consolation I.1b;  `c̈d̈`Ed
ai §z §k ¦c  (abbrev. c''dd) - as is written I.3a. (In translating, it can often be translated by
‘is’.)
Deficient / Defective spelling Deficient spelling lacks any of the four vowel letters
(‘matres lectiones’):  i,e,d,`. In the following examples the deficient form is listed
second:
      Eli ¦̀ §M III.56b; El ¦̀ §M I.11a (as if)     `ẗEQi ¦M ZH 70d; `ẗEQ ¦M I.4a (shame)
           `q̈Egi¦i I.13a; `q̈Eg¦i  ZH 32d (relation)   Di ¥x`n̈  I.10b Di ¥xn̈ III.41b (his Lord)
Demonstrative adverb A Demonstrative adverb specifies a location in relation to
the speaker: ‘here, there’. E.g.,  aiz §kEmz̈d̈  - and it is written there I.1a; ci ¥ar̈ §Y ©̀  dn̈
`k̈d̈ - what are you doing here? I.3a.
Demonstrative pronoun A Demonstrative pronoun specifies something in relation to
a noun: ‘this, that’ (for singular nouns); ‘these, those’ (for plural nouns). E.g.,

`C̈i ¦Wi ¦n£g mFi  - this is the fifth day I.1a;  `f̈ẍo©p §Co©pi ¥n£g  - we saw this secret I.13b; 

2. The exception is  -c / Dalet attached to the second noun. This is the Divided Construct, the majority of
usages in the Zohar. See infra s.v.
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§A i ¥xẄi` ©dd ῭ §x¦i x ©z£̀  - awe dwells at this site I.8a; §A`Ed ©d`c̈Eg¦i  - with that unity I.12a;
 mi¦pR̈ o` ©nEEl̈N ©d  - what is this face? III.49;  i¥l §tp̈ §eoEP ¦̀oi ¦r §n ¦C  - and these tears fell I.4b;
i¥pd̈i¥N ¦n  - these words I.8b;  mi ¦wi ¦c ©v o ¥x §z¦lEl̈N ©d  - for these two Righteous Ones ZH 88b

MhN Rut; oi¥N ¦̀ `c̈£g §M oEpi ¦̀ §C oi ¦r §x ©Y oi ¥x §Y  - these two gates are one I.8a;
oi¥Ni ¦̀od̈ä£̀  oEPi ¦̀   - these, they are the Patriarchs I.1b; §A z ©x §A ©g §z ¦̀oEP ¦̀oi¦N ¦n  - is joined

with those words I.4b;  lM̈ oEPi ¦̀ `iÏ ©x §a ©g - all those Companions I.8a.
Dependent clause A Dependent clause  is a clause that cannot stand alone in a
sentence. Also called a Subordinate clause. E.g., `Ẅ §C §w ©n i ¥A a ©x£g §z ¦̀  c ©M - when the
Temple was destroyed I.1b; fi ¦b §p ©̀  x ©zä§lE - and then was concealed I.12a; zi ¦̀ §C oi ¦b §A
dp̈ẄFW - because there is a rose I.1a; z ¤W ¤w i¥l §B §z¦i §C `Ÿ §r ©W §A - when the rainbow is
revealed I.1b.
Determined state The Aramaic of the Zohar has three states: the Absolute, the
Construct, and the Determined or Emphatic. The Determined state is the most
widespread form of the noun. Functioning like the prefixed definite article in Hebrew
(-d), in Aramaic it occurs as a suffixed  `-. However, the Determined state is often
used in the Zohar instead of the Absolute, even when the definite article is neither
required nor intended. When a noun is modified by one or more adjectives, only the
(first) adjective takes the definite article when translating: e.g., ‘the high, holy King’.
Direct object A Direct object receives the action of a transitive verb. It can be a noun
or pronoun.The markers of the direct object are the particles  z ¤̀  or  z©i or the
preposition  -l. E.g.,  `n̈g̈ i ¦kd̈ §c ©̀§l`iï ¦g i ¦A ©x  - at that moment, he saw Rabbi Hiyya I.4b;

 i ¦z §a ©x ¤g §W iF`z ¤̀i ¦zi ¥A  - woe that I destroyed my house III.88b;  Ex §ar̈ c ©Mz©i`p̈ §C §x©i  -
when they crossed the Jordan ZH 62c Shir.
Disjunctive vav Disjunctive vav serves as a stop, and may be translated by a colon or
semi-colon or a period at the end of the clause preceding it; or by ’but’; or by ‘yet’. E.g., 

§e`Ÿ §aEi §z ¦A `äz̈ ῭ §l oErÄ ῭l  - yet did not want to turn back in repentance II.97b SdM; 
 `Ẅi ¦C ©w `z̈i§i ©xŸe` §A oŸel li ¦r ῭§eoÖ ©Y g ©k §Y §W ¦̀  ῭NŸk  - He put within the holy Torah; all is

found there II.98b SdM; oÖ ©Y g ©k §Y §W ¦̀  ...§e . `n̈i ¦z §q dN̈ ¦n `i ¦d ©d  - is found there. That
hidden word... II.98b SdM;  i¥l §B §z ¦̀  ῭l §e §e...oi ¦ni ¦M ©g - and not revealed. The wise... II.98b
SdM;  dẄEa§l ŸeB ¦n Dl̈ o`n̈g̈EdN̈ ¦n `i ¦d ©d i¥l §b §z ¦̀ §C `z̈£r ©W §a  - they see it within the
garment. When that word is revealed... II.98b SdM.
Divided construct The divided construct  is a form of the Construct State and has a  -c
between the possessed/described and the possessor/descriptor; this is the most
common form. The described (the first term) is in the Absolute state (which is usually
plural). E.g.,  z''¤lc̈ §A§C cg̈ ¤̀  - the dalet of ehad, one [Deut 6:1] I.12a; `p̈̈li ¦̀  ci ¦g ῭  Edi ¦̀ §C

§Ci¥i ©g  - for he grasps the Tree of Life I.11a;  oFdÖ ¦̀§Coi ¦c ¥W  - mother of demons I.9b
Explanatory vav Explanatory vav joins an explanation or a quote. It can be translated
by ‘and’ or by a colon. E.g., oEPi ¦̀  i ¦kd̈ §e §eoi ¦R§p ©̀  oi ¦r §a ¦W §A `Ẅ §xR̈ §z ¦n `z̈i§i ©xF` lk̈   - so they
are: the entire Torah assuming seventy faces I.54a;                         
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 `z̈i§i ©xF` §C dN̈ ¦nE dN̈ ¦n lk̈ §A `Ed i ¦kd̈ §e §eoẄ §x ©R §z ¦̀  ...dN̈ ¦nE dN̈ ¦n lk̈ ¦n wi ¦tp̈ §C dn̈ lk̈
- so it is with every single word of Torah: whatever emerges from each and every word...
diverges...  I.54a
Grammar The set of rules for how words are put together (e.g., plural forms;
possessive forms)
Incomplete sentence A sentence in which one of the central parts of the sentence
is omitted and must be supplied by the context. E.g., 1) The subject is omitted in a
verbal clause in which the verb is declined and the subject was already mentioned in
previous clauses:  `n̈i ¦z §q däẄ£g ©n i ¦di ¦̀ §C x ©z£̀ ¥n z ©h §W ©R §z ¦̀ §e - expanding from the place
of concealed thought  I.74a; 2)  The predicate is omitted in a complex sentence, when
the predicate of the main sentence can also be used in it, as in the comparative clause
of kal ve-homer: `k̈d̈ y''k - how much more so here I.50a; 3) Regularly in the Zohar, 
the copulative is omitted in a noun sentence: `z̈ §aE`i ¥Y i` ©d§l `z̈eë §q ©̀  - Remedy for this
is repentance II.76a.
Indefinite sentence A sentence which lacks a subject and which expresses
indefiniteness by other means: e.g., the predicate or special terms. Similarly, other
parts of the sentence can have an indefinite object, an indefinite attributive, or an
indefinite adverb. E.g., hi¥lẄ §C `Ed `C̈ i` ©C©e 'n ῭  - he said, “certainly this is the one who
rules” I.86a ; o ¥A ©gi¦pd̈§l w ¥Q ©r §z¦p Ÿ̀N ¤W i ¦n - one who does not attempt to leave behind a
son ZH 89b MhN Rut. Special terms are:   o`n̈`ẍ §w ¦W x ©ni ¥n§l i ¥rä §C  - whoever wants to
tell a lie I.2b;  d ©n lM̈sEY ¦W §A Eid̈ EP ¤O ¦n uEg Fl ¤W zFnl̈FrÄ d''aw `ẍä ¤W  -
all that the blessed Holy One created in His worlds, except for Himself, was in
partnership I.136b MhN;  `iï§l ©Y `z̈Eai ¦a£g §A o©p£̀`z̈§N ¦n  - with us the matter
depends on love III.128a IR; l ©̀ Ẅ §C oëi ¥MW©p x ©A  - as soon as a person questions I.1b.             
Indirect object Indirect objects are objects requiring a preposition rather than a
particle (like z©i or z ¤̀ ) or a clitic pronoun. E.g.,  `k̈ §x ©̀ §l§Acg̈ ¤̀ §C z''¤lc̈  - prolong the
Dalet of ehad, one [Deut 6:1] I.12a;  ῭l §M ©Y §q ¦̀ §lEd §A  - to contemplate them I.1b;

 ©r ¥y §r ©z §y ¦̀Ed §A  - delighting in them I.2b.       
Infix An Infix is a consonant inserted within root letters and aiding in 1) noun formation
and 2) forming the passive participle of some verbs in P’al. E.g., N ¦nE῭l  - speech,
utterance I.10a (< lln - speak, utter, proclaim); W ¦wE`ẍ  - bond I.10a  (< xWw - join,
bind, tie); W §wF`ḧ  - truth I.1b  (< hWw - be straight, be correct, adorn); ¦z §kia  - is written
I.3a,7b,11a,13b (< azk - write); ¦x §AiDi ¥n §W j  - blessed is His name  [ms.] II.206a (<  jxa
- bless).
Intransitive verb An Intransitive verb expresses a state of being and therefore has no
direct object. Examples include: ‘to be sick’; ‘to feel tired’; ‘to be sad’; ‘to hunger’. In the
Zohar: ai ¦vr̈ `Ä ©̀  i ¦a ©x §e W''x i ¥cg̈ dë£d §e - Rabbi Shimon was rejoicing but Rabbi Abba was
sad III.144b; Wl̈g̈ i`c̈ §R §qEx §M 'x - R. Kruspedai was sick ZH 80b MhN Rut         
Locative A Locative indicates place or direction. E.g., `f̈Fgn̈ i ¦qFi x ©A wg̈ §v¦i i ¦A ©xD  -
Rabbi Yitzhak son of Yose from Mahoza I.63b;  ai ¦zï dë£d `Ä ©̀  'x©̀cFl §C `r̈ §x ©z §C `äÄ  -
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R. Abba was sitting at the gate of Lod I.201a         
Merism A statement of totality through the combination of opposites. E.g., `ï§li¥l §e `n̈n̈§i
- day and night I.4b; u ¤x ῭ §e m¦in̈ ©W - heaven and earth I.10a; Edii ©Wi ¥x£̀ `ẗFQ ¦n - from last
to first I.2b.
Morpheme A Morpheme is the smallest meaningful unit in a language. In the Zohar, it
includes particles and clitics.
Negative clause A Negative clause denies a clause’s meaning. The negation occurs
by means of Negator words.
Negator A Negator is a word which contradicts a positive affirmation: ‘no, not, there is
no’, etc. The Zohar regularly uses three Aramaic negators:  ῭l, e ῭l and  zi¥l. Less
often, it uses  oi ¥̀ . A negator begins a Negative clause. E.g., `ẍ §h ¦q Di¥l zi¥l `r̈ §x ©Y c ©g -
one gate has no side I.3b; d ῭ §x¦i §C `ẍT̈i ¦r e ῭l oi¥N ¦̀  oi ¥x §Y - these two are not the
essence of awe I.11b; oi ¦h§lẄ ῭l `C̈ lM̈ m ¦r §e - nevertheless, they do not rule I.14b
Niqqud Niqqud is a system for adding vowels to an otherwise consonantal text in
Aramaic or Hebrew. Although the Aramaic text of the Zohar is printed with only
consonants (e.g., that of Daniel Matt3 or of Reuven Margaliot 4 ), the texts herein all
have added niqqud.
Nomen agentis / Noun Agent / Substantival Participle  The Nomen agentis is the
Qatol /  lFhẅ form of the participle which functions as a noun. In the Nomen agentis, 1)
since a noun is formed from (is the agent of) a verb, 2) the participle of a verb can be
used as a noun. In Zoharic Aramaic specifically: the qatol / lFhẅ 5 form 6  of the
participle functions as a noun. For example: In English, the participle word ‘running’
occurs in the following sentences: “I’m running to the store.” and “Running is good
cardio.” But only in the 2nd sentence does it function as a noun (substantive). In the
Zohar, §C `p̈i ¦w o¦i ©woi ¦xFc£noi ¦Wi ¦A  - Cain, nest of evil dwellings I.54a.
Nominative Absolute The Nominative Absolute uses a retrospective pronoun or
pronominal suffix to focus attention back on the Subject. E.g.,  `d̈ §C q ©g§pi ¦R 'xEdi ¦̀i` ©d §A 
mi ¥̀ ẅ `B̈ §x ©C - for R. Pinchas stands on this level I.11b. This construction occurs at the
beginning of a clause and much homiletical material uses it.
Noun clause A Noun clause fills the function of a noun: its subject or predicate is a
noun or its equivalent. Such clauses are characteristic of Semitic languages, and
frequent in the Zohar. It is a type of Simple sentence. E.g., `D̈h'' ¥g  - this is sin I.3a; 

oi¦N ¥̀`Ï ©n §W  - these are the heavens I.1b.
Object Clitic pronoun Object Clitic pronouns indicate the Direct object of a verb.
They occur with both the conjugated verb and the infinitive (but not with the

3. sup.org/zohar
4. Sefer ha-Zohar, edited by Reuven Margaliot. 4th ed. 3 vols. Jerusalem: Mossad Harav Kook, 1964.
5. Qatol is an example of one type of paradigm: A model form used to show the characteristic inflection

of a word. The strong root lhw / QTL is used as a base and to it are added different vowels to show
various inflections. (The other type of paradigm is: A table or list of all the inflected forms of a verb,
noun, adjective, pronoun or preposition. E.g., the tables in such aids to language learning as 201
Hebrew verbs; 500 French verbs; 501 Latin verbs.)

6. A possible Qatil / form is not mentioned by Kaddari. See his discussion, p.51.
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participle). Their prevalence in the Zohar is not great. E.g.,in the phrase  `ẍ §w i` ©d
DEn §wF` - they established this verse II.95a SdM: D- is the Object Clitic pronoun ‘it’. (It
may also function as a Nominative Absolute.)
Object predicate  An Object predicate  is a word or phrase that describes or renames
the object. In the Zohar, `ẍFbi¥P ©q Ed§l ci ¦a£r §z ¦̀ §e - becoming their accuser I.174b:
‘accuser’ is the object predicate.
Object pronoun Object pronouns function as the Direct object of a verb: e.g., 

 Exẅ - Di¥l They called him II.95a SdM. They can also indicate the Indirect object: e.g.,
‘A precious pearl... `p̈B̈ ©O§l Ek§l oi ¦A©f Di¥l dë£d §C - that he sold to you for nothing II.96b
SdM.
Paradigm 1- A model form used to show the characteristic inflection of a word
(e.g., The  lFzẅ / Qatol form of a participle functioning as a noun).
2 - A table or list of all the inflected forms of a verb, noun, adjective, pronoun or
preposition (e.g., 201 Hebrew verbs; 500 French verbs; 501 Latin verbs; Luah
ha-Poalim ha-Shalem).
Participle In Aramaic, a Participle is a verb tense and can be active or passive. In its
role as a Noun, the Participle lacked a connection to tense -- similar to adjectives.
The Participle as an expression of a transient present is the most widely used.
Di¥l i ¥rÄ ¦n `ẍ §w i` ©d - this verse should read I.7b; r ©wÄ ῭l §e r ©wÄ - it split and did not split
I.15a; `b̈ẍ §W ci ¦wF` §C o` ©n - whoever lights a lamp I.14b; ai ¦zï dë£d oFr ¦n ¦W 'x - Rabbi
Shimon was sitting I.8a.
Particle A Particle serves a function in relation to another  word but has no lexical
meaning of its own. Examples are  `ẅ, zi¥l, z©i, z ¤̀ .
Past continuous The Past continuous expresses something which happened before
and after another action, when the temporal action has a timeless force. E.g.,
i ¥a §zï Fe£d §C c ©r - while they were sitting I.9a
Past perfect The Past perfect expresses action prior in time to the subject verb, and
which itself happened in the past (pluperfect). E.g., `p̈i ¦C o ¦n Eai ¦f ¥Y §W ¦̀  ῭l - would not
have been saved from judgment II.47a;  l ¥̀ ẍ §U¦i Ea ©g §C ¥̀ln̈§l ¦̀  dë ¥d jk̈ §e - so it would
have been, had Israel not sinned I.37b.
Periphrastis Periphrastis is a round about way of saying what could be expressed with
a single verb. Examples in the Zohar include: the helping verb ied with the participle
to indicate tense. So: `g̈ §xe` §A i¥l §f` Ee ©d oz̈p̈ 'xe `iï ¦g 'xe EdÄ ©̀  i ¦A ©x - Rabbi Abbahu and
R. Hiyya and R. Nathan were walking on the way ZH 15b        
Plene spelling Plene spelling refers to use of any of the four vowel letters (‘matres
lectiones’):  i,e,d,`. In the following examples the plene form is listed first:
      Eli ¦̀ §M III.56b; El ¦̀ §M I.11a (as if)  /   `ẗEQi ¦M ZH 70d; `ẗEQ ¦M I.4a (shame)  /
           `q̈Egi¦i I.13a; `q̈Eg¦i  ZH 32d (relation) /  Di ¥x`n̈  I.10b Di ¥xn̈ III.41b (his Lord)
Pluperfect The Pluperfect tense throws the Perfect tense back into the past. The
result endures to the time about which one is speaking (not the time when one is
speaking). E.g., in a Thomas Hardy poem, “Had he and I but met / By some old ancient
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inn / We should have sat us down to wet / Right many a nipperkin!”, the first line is in the
Pluperfect. So is the word  dz̈§id̈ in Gen 1:2 (‘and the earth was tohu va-bohu’). There is
no special form in Zoharic Aramaic as there is in French. Rather, it is a grammatical
judgment one can make about individual  instances of the Perfect. In the Zohar, ai ¦z §kE

 i`g̈Fi x ©A `d̈ §C DeË©b §Aw ©tp̈ `z̈ §x ©r §n o ¦n  - and on it was written that Bar Yohai had left the
cave I.11a        
Predicate A word or phrase that states something about the subject. E.g., DEn §wF` i ¦kd̈
- thus they established it I.11a is the predicate; the subject is ῭l ¢̀ r̈§l Wp̈ x ©a§l Di¥l i ¥rÄ¦l
`Ÿ §Wi¦p §M i ¥a§l - a person should enter the synagogue [and recite Ps 5:8]. In Di¥l oExẅ §e
d ῭ p̈i ¦h §w i ¥qŸei - they called him Yose the Small I.10a: the subject is ‘they called him’ and
the predicate is ‘Yose the Small’.
Predicative adjective A Predicative adjective links with a verb and an attributive,
the word or phrase it modifies. E.g., in the phrase, ‘Black is the Colour of my True
Love’s Hair’, the adjective ‘black’ is predicative. In the Zohar,  si ¦T ©Y  `z̈Exi ¥W lM̈ - every
beginning is harsh I.174b:  `z̈Exi ¥W lM̈ is the subject and si ¦T ©Y  is predicative.
Predicative noun/nominal A Predicative noun follows a linking verb and renames the
attributive. E.g., in the phrase, ‘There is no frigate like a book’, the noun ‘frigate’ is
predicative. In the Zohar:  `Ä§l ©k §C iFg §xF` - it is the nature of a dog II.45b: ‘a dog’ is the
subject, and ‘is the nature of’ is the predicate.
Proclitic A Proclitic is a clitic which depends on the following word: e.g., the definite
article -d in Hebrew; the particle -`ẅ, -w in Aramaic. In the Zohar: ẅŸ §xn̈£̀  - you said
I.13a; §C`ẅEk§l x ¥C ©W §n  - who was sending you  I.7b; §c ¦M`ẅi¥fg̈  - as is fitting I.2a;

 u ¤x ¤̀©dmi¦i¦©g  -  the land of Life I.1b.
Pronominal suffix A Pronominal suffix is a clitic which attaches to the end of verbs,
nouns, pronouns, and particles. With nouns, it expresses the genitive/ possessive. With
verbs, it expresses the accusative/ direct object. With pronouns,  it expresses the
genitive/ possessive, or the accusative/ direct object, or the indirect object. With
particles, it expresses the accusative/ direct object .In the Zohar: n̈Fg §z §e zÄ ©WD  - the
Sabbath and her limit  I.9a; i ¥x §C ©W d''awDÄ©b§l o  - the blessed Holy One sent him to us
I.7a; ¦li ¦C g ©xF` e ῭li  - it is not my custom I.6a; zF` s ©tM̈ c©I ¦nFeiŸ §g ©Y  - he immediately           
subdued him beneath him ZH 76a MhN Rut; ¦zï x ©h§p ¦n§lEi  - to protect me II.206a.
Relative clause A Relative clause describes or modifies the noun it follows (its
antecedent) and is marked by a Relative pronoun for ‘who, which, that, when,
where’. In translating, it can usually be set off by commas. E.g.,  e''`ëxi ¦cŸ oi¦I ©g Edi ¦̀ §C  -
vav, which is always life I.12b;  d ῭ N̈ ¦r `ẍ£df̈Edi§i©l£r i ¥tg̈ dë£d §C  - the supernal radiance,
that was covering them I.36b.        
Relative pronoun A Relative pronoun connects a Relative clause to its antecedent.
Such pronouns serve as markers for a Relative clause and can usually be
translated by ‘who, which, that, when, where’. E.g., o ῭ §lx ©z£̀ `Ed - where the place is
III.127b IR;  ῭lẅi ¦CxẗFW Fb ¦n `w §t©p  - the sound that comes from the shofar I.13b; 
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§Wai ¦z §M oi ¦c  - written that there is judgment III.52b; x ¤W£̀eiz̈F §v ¦n §A EpẄ §c ¦w  - who sanctified
us with His commandments II.207b.
Resumptive pronoun. A Resumptive pronoun resumes the antecedent after an
interruption. As it generally occurs in relative clauses, some grammarians refer to it as
the Relative pronoun.
Simple past The Simple Past expresses an action that happened once or several
times. E.g., og̈ §A §WEY oEPi ¦̀  oi ¦r §n ©W Ee£d©e - and they were hearing these praises  II.45a;
`c̈g̈ `ẅ §z ¦R a ©z §M - he wrote a message ZH 59d
Simple sentence A Simple sentence has only one clause: an independent clause. E.g.,
h'' ¥g `D̈ - this is sin I.3a; oEA i ¦A ©x EP ©nE - and who is that? Rabbi Bun I.241b.
Subject The Subject is the word or phrase in a sentence or clause with which the verb
agrees. E.g., `Ä ©̀  i ¦A ©xdï §x ©a §h ¦n i ¥z ῭  dë£d  - Rabbi Abba was going from Tiberias I.92b;
`c̈£g §M  Ep §ai ¦̀ §e Ex §a ¦̀ §Coi ¦n§lr̈ oi ¥x §Y  - two worlds were created and built as one I.2a         
Subordinate clause A clause that begins with a subordinate conjunction or a relative
pronoun and contains a subject and predicate. Such clauses do not form a complete
thought and cannot function apart from the main (the independent) clause. E.g., `p̈e §e©b §M
`p̈i ¥nF` i ¦kd̈ ...`Ÿ §W ©d §C - just as now... so I swear I.1b; EN ¦̀ §Mi¦i ©g §C `p̈̈li ¦̀ ¥n W ©x §R §z ¦̀   - it is
as if one separates from the Tree of Life I.11a.
Substantive A Substantive is a word that functions as a noun. E.g.,  u¥v ©w§l oC̈ ¦roi ¦ai§i ©g  -
time to prune the wicked I.1b.
Superlative The Superlative is the highest degree of comparison. E.g.,  i¥l£rB̈῭NŸM ¦n  -
most loathsome III.51b;  d ῭ ẍ §zÄ mc̈ ῭῭NŸk §Cdë£d  - Adam was last of all I.34b.
Syntax The set of rules for how words relate to each other in a sentence. E.g., where
an adjective is placed in relation to the noun it modifies; word order at the start of a story
or new idea.
Technical term A Technical term is a specialized usage of a word or words. E.g., the
words for bond (`ẍEW ¦w I.10a; Exi ¦W §w II.219b; `ẍ §W ¦w I.233a),7 chamber (`ẍ §c ¦̀  III.59a;
oi ¦̀ §x §c ©q §k ©̀  I.13a), cluster (`ẗ §hEw II.49b; oER §hEw III.10b; `iï ©t §hEw II.175a SdTs;
`ẍ §hEw I.15a;  `ẍ §h §nEw I.107b ST; Exi ¦h §w I.70a; oER §h ¦w III.10b; `R̈ §hi ¦w II.38a;    
`ẗEh §x ©w III.143a IR), curtain (dr̈i ¦x§i  II.68b Tos. [Marg.]; `c̈FB §x ©R I.90a; `z̈ §kFx ¥R
III.64b; `q̈i ¦x §R II.226a; Eqi ¦x §R I.65a; `q̈ẍ §R III.144b IR; dq̈ẍ §R III.128a IR;
`ḧFw ZH 2a [Marg.]; `ẗi ¦hFw II.21b [Marg.]; `ẗ §hEw II.49b; oER §hEw III.10b; `iï ©t §hEw
II.175a), knot (xEwi ¦h II.273b; `ẍi ¦q §t ©h I.243b; `ẍEh §w II.38a; `z̈Exi ¦h §w II.40b; `ẍ §hi ¦w
I.243b;  `ẍ §W ¦w III.54b), opening (`ẍ §h ¦R III.63a; g ©z ¤R II.36a; `g̈ §z ¦R II.250a; oFg §z ¦R
II.107b SdM; `g̈i ¦z §R III.65a; `z̈Egi ¦z §R II.123a), and secret (cFq ZH 83a;  `ẍ §h ¦q ZH 1b
[Marg.]; `ẍi ¦z §q I.202a; fẍ ZH 57b; `f̈ẍ I.56a).
Temporal clause Temporal clauses are a type of Subordinate clause and state

7. Also for ‘bond’: `z̈Ex §W ©w §z ¦̀  II.39b; `ẍEA ¦g II.111a SdM; `ḧ §nEw III.88a; `ẍEh §w I.62b; `ẍi ¦h §w
II.79a; `ẍ §h ¦w I.232a Tos [Marg.]
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relations of time between two different actions or events. E.g., oi ¥c §Mu ¤x ῭ ä E` §x¦p  - then
“they appeared in the land” [Song 2:12] I.1a; c ©Meli ¦d §a ¦A i ¥w §tp̈  - after they go out hastily
I.14b; Ex ©zä§lfi ¦b §p ©̀   - and then was concealed I.12a;  ‚ §cï §A ` ¥d§i ῭lo`M̈ ¦n d ῭ §ld̈§lE  - from
then on, it will not be in your hand I.6b; i ¦kd̈ §c ©̀`iï ¦g i ¦A ©x§l `n̈g̈  - at that moment, he saw
Rabbi Hiyya I.4b.      
Transitive verb A Transitive verb expresses an action and therefore takes a
direct object. E.g., hra - kick I.4a;  Wkp - bite I.69a; xqp - saw I.2a; iWw - strike I.7a;
lha - annul I.11a;  Wha - beat I.14a;  lala - disturb I.11a;  waW - leave I.14a.
Verbal clause A clause whose predicate is a verb, usually expressing an action (and
not a state, like the Noun clause). E.g., d ¤WŸn wN̈ ©Y §q ¦̀  oFvẍ i` ©d §aE - through this will,
Moses departed II.88b; §Y§p ©̀  d ῭ M̈©f i ¦A ©x Di¥l x ©n ῭  - he said to him, “Rabbi, happy are
you...” I.4b
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